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Modern Approach to the Prophylactic Thinking (GM Daniel Naroditsky)
Introduction
Lasker,Emanuel - Capablanca,Jose Raul / St Petersburg final (7) 18.05.1914
Kribben,Dr. Matthias (2652) - Pinkovetsky,Semen Usherovich (2549) / WC27/final ICCF 10.06.2011
Naroditsky,Daniel (2628) - Puranik,Abhimanyu Sameer (2442) / Qatar Masters op (5) 24.12.2015
Karpov,Anatoly (2715) - Lautier,Joel (2580) / Biel (1) 1992
Test 1-5

Master the Hedgehog Structure (IM Renier Castellanos)
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Strauss,David J (2390) - Gurevich,Dmitry (2490) / USA 1985
Van der Sterren,Paul (2470) - King,Daniel J (2435) / Baku 1986
Kostic,Nebojsa (2400) - Gurevich,Dmitry (2470) / Biel MTO op (7) 1991
Polugaevsky,Lev (2645) - Ljubojevic,Ljubomir (2550) / AVRO Hilversum (14) 1973
Nakamura,Hi (2772) - Caruana,F (2783) / Vugar Gashimov Mem 2014 (1.2) 20.4.14
Kovalev,Vl (2641) - Adhiban,Baskaran (2670) / 11th World Teams 2017 (3.1) 19.06.2017
Nakar,Eylon (2390) - Akopian,Vladimir (2684) / Chigorin Memorial 21st (2) 06.10.2013
Perunovic,Milos (2589) - Damljanovic,Branko (2606) / SRB-ch playoff (1.1)
Grigorian,Karen Ashotovich - Agzamov,Georgy / URS-ch49 sf Cheliabinsk 1981
Forcen Esteban,D (2535) Mareco,S (2650) / TCh-ESP Div Honor 2017 (3.3) 16.08.17
Maevsky,Nikolay (2342) - Gharamian,Tigran (2650) / EU-ch 12th Aix-les-Bains (1) 22.03.2011
Topalov,Veselin (2737) - Kasimdzhanov,Rustam (2652) / FIDE-Wch k.o. (6.2) 02.07.2004
Valdes Escobar,A (2387) - Cordova,E (2637) / Millionaire Chess Op 2016 (2.8) 06.10.16
Vila Gazquez,X (2483) - Cordova,E (2629) / ch-ESP Rapid 2017 (7.9) 13.08.2017
Kollars,Dmitrij (2445) - Castellanos,Renier (2477) / Open Can Picafort (4) 18.11.2015
Test 1-10

Knight Sacrifice on "d5" in Hedgehog Type of Positions (GM Nikolai Ninov)
Jakobsen,Ole (2440) - Csom,Istvan (2500) / Politiken Cup GM (8) 1983
Van de Mortel,Jan (2403) - Donk,Merlijn Silvester (2312) / NED-chT 9900 (9) 20.05.2000
Hernandez Carmenates,Holden2573 Rojas Keim,Luis Alberto 2357 Pamplona-A 19th (7) 06.12.2009
Ornstein,Axel (2424) - Prodanov,Dimitar (2335) / Albena 1978
Bernal Moro,Luis Javier (2451) - Chkhaidze,Nikoloz (2203) / Hastings Masters op (4) 31.12.2008
Ivanovic,Bozidar (2480) - Ermenkov,Evgenij (2455) / EU-chT (Men) 08th (2.7) 1983
Smirin,Ilia (2555) - Sakaev,Konstantin (2540) / Alekhine op Moscow 1992
Begnis,Nikolaos - Kesseler,Heiko / Oberliga NRW 9495 I (8.5) 1995
Haensel,Thomas (2263) - Wolter,Kai (2295) / GER-ch 73th Altenkirchen (9) 08.12.01
Test 1-5
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Modern Approach to the
Prophylactic Thinking

and, by the end, I hope that we are
going to succeed in developing a potent
thinking mechanism that will bring us
one step closer to chess mastery. In
case you are interested, here is a quick
breakdown of the games that we are
going to examine, and the sub-concept
that each game will illustrate:
1. Lasker - Capablanca: In this game,
we review what standard, garden-variety
prophylaxis looks like, and we delineate
the Golden Question without which any
sort of prophylactic thinking is
impossible.
2. Kribben - Pinkotevsky: With the help
of an unknown but tremendously
instructive correspondence game, we
begin our discussion of more advanced
and less well-known types of
prophylactic thinking. This game deals
with what I call ideational prophylaxis.
The name should give you a hint about
what that entails, but you're going to
have to look at the game for more!
3. Naroditsky - Puranik: I present one of
my own games to discuss a type of
prophylactic thinking that most players
do not consider to be even related to
prophylaxis! I will argue, however, that
the prophylactic mentality through which
I viewed this position was the key to
winning the game. What exactly was this
mentality? You'll see!
4. Karpov - Lautier: Finally, we discuss
sacrificial prophylaxis through the lens of
one of my favorite positional games of
all time.
The instructive game are followed by
five exercises that will enhance and
strengthen your understanding of the
material presented. Let's get started!

Introduction
The concept of prophylaxis was first
introduced by Aron Nimzowitsch in his
renowned work My System. On the
surface, prophylaxis appears to be a
fairly straightforward notion: it refers to
the art of stopping your opponent's
threats, with an emphasis on positional
threats and ideas. In this article, I will
take your current understanding of
prophylaxis and turn it on its head! I will
argue that it is fundamentally wrong to
think of prophylaxis as a concept, as
something that you simply apply and
then forget about. Quite the contrary.
Prophylaxis, I believe, is a way of
thinking, a potent lens through which you
can solve positional and tactical
problems of the most complex degree.
Even if you know your Nimzowitsch and
Dvoretsky backwards and forwards, I
invite you to join me on a quest to
expand your positional boundaries. Each
illustrative game will be dedicated to a
separate facet of prophylactic thinking,
www.modern-chess.com
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Lasker,Emanuel
Capablanca,Jose Raul
St Petersburg final (7)
18.05.1914
Let's start pretty darn simple. And let's
do that with some pretty darn strong
classical players. The schoolboy
prophylaxis that most of us have learned
centers on one crucial question. This
question is so important that I will refer to
it as the golden question. The golden
question can be stated as follows: What
does my opponent want? Alternatively,
you could phrase it like this: if it were my
opponent's turn, what would he play?
This question, which you must ask
yourself on almost every single move
throughout the game, is the cornerstone
of prophylactic thinking. The rest of the
examples will rely on your ability to fully
understand and appreciate the
importance of this question. Let's put it
into context with the following position,
which occurred in the seventh
matchgame of the 1914 World
Championship match between Lasker
and Capablanca.
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White has attained a clear advantage in
the endgame, most prominently defined
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by that monster knight on e6. In such
positions, it is very easy to get sucked
into the false notion that your opponent is
out of control -- and that is precisely why I
chose this position as an illustration. At
the heart of prophylaxis lies the important
point that there are very few positions in
which you can get away with assuming
that there are no threats. Even if all the
surface indicators of the position seem to
point that way, you must still ask yourself
the golden question. So let's do it: what
does Black want? Your first inclination
might be to ... Rxe6, sacrificing an
exchange in order to annihilate that
monstrous knight. Upon closer
inspection, however, we see that the
exchange sacrifice is not a very big deal:
White will gladly accept the gift, defend
the e4-pawn, and end up with a huge
advantage. The e5-square alone will not
yield Black nearly enough compensation.
If you look a bit closer, you might
discover that Black actually has a threat,
one a heck of a lot more serious
than ...Rxe6. He wants to play ... b4,
chasing away the knight. Once the knight
leaves, Black will follow up with
either ...d5 or ...c5, in both cases
threatening to put White's entire kingside
construction in very serious jeopardy.
The great thing about standard
prophylactic thinking is that it is quite
intuitive: once you learn to consistently
identify positional and tactical threats,
finding the way to prevent them is often not always, but often - relatively
straightforward. And this case is no
exception: 20.b4!! A brilliant move, in
one fell swoop rooting out all of Black's
counterplay. There is little need to
explain anything: the heroic pawn puts

www.modern-chess.com
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Black's entire queenside under anesthetic,
not only rendering ...b4 impossible, but
taking the sting out of all other pawn
advances. What more can one ask from
one move?
[ 20.Kf2?
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In light of our discussion, this sort of
move might now appear to be
dreadfully ignorant, the kind of straw
man move that lazy annotators like to
show in order to further their point!
But really, it is not, because such
moves are remarkably common when
you don't ask yourself the golden
question! b4 21.Ne2 d5! and Black
equalizes, because the knight will
come out from c8 and White's entire
construction is, indeed, in quite a bit
of jeopardy. For instance, ( 21...c5
is a bit less accurate due to 22.Kf3 g6
23.g4 and White retains an edge. )
22.exd5 cxd5 23.g4 Nd6 24.Rd4 h5!
25.h3 Ne4+ 26.Kf1 hxg4 27.hxg4
Ng5= and it is White who needs to be
a bit careful! ]
[ 20.Ne2? d5! ]
20...Kf7 21.a3!? This wasn't strictly
necessary, but it certainly does not hurt.
White solidifies the pride of his position,
adding further protection against various
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monkey business connected with ...c5 or
...a5. Ba8 22.Kf2 Ra7?!
Way too cooperative. Capablanca
chooses passive defense, but Lasker
crashes through without too much
trouble. Instead,
[ 22...d5 is cooly rebuffed by 23.exd5
cxd5 24.Nxd5 Bxd5 25.Rxd5 g6
26.g4 h5 27.gxh5 gxf5 28.Nf4
with decisive threats. ]
[ 22...Rxe6!? would have probably
yielded the most practical chances.
After something like 23.fxe6+ Rxe6
24.a4 Re5 25.axb5 axb5 26.Rd3
White should be winning, but
breaking through Black's rock-solid
position will be no easy task. ]
[ 22...a5!? was also a worthy
defensive try, hoping to advance the
pawn to a4 and follow up with ...g6. ]
23.g4 h6 24.Rd3 a5 25.h4 axb4
26.axb4 Rae7 27.Kf3 Straightforward
and strong. Lasker activates his king in
order to prepare g4-g5, a breakthrough
that will come with absolutely
devastating effect. Rg8
[ 27...Rxe6 no longer offered serious
chances, since after 28.fxe6+ Rxe6
29.h5! Bb7 30.Kf4+- White will get a
knight to f5 and then it will be curtains.
f5 ]
28.Kf4 g6 29.Rg3 This doesn't really
ruin anything, but I'm not sure it was
necessary. The immediate
[ 29.g5! looks totally devastating.
After fxg5+ ( 29...hxg5+ 30.hxg5
Rh8 31.Rg3+- is similarly uninspiring
for Black. ) 30.hxg5 h5 31.Rf1! Rge8
32.Kg3 Black's position has, let us say,
seen better days. ]
29...g5+?! According to the machine,
[ 29...gxf5! 30.gxf5 Rxg3 31.Kxg3
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Re8 would have retained some
defensive chances. Black is going to
toggle between g8 and h8, hoping
against hope that his miserable
position will somehow hold together. I
doubt that it will, but this was
definitely worth a try. ]
30.Kf3! Avoiding the dreadful
[ 30.hxg5? hxg5+ 31.Kf3 Rh8!
when Black keeps his position under
control. ]
30...Nb6 31.hxg5 hxg5 32.Rh3!
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A picture of utter devastation. And a lot of
it started with that outwardly innocuous
pawn push to b4. Bc8
38.Nxd7 Bxd7 39.Rh7 Rf8 40.Ra1 Kd8
41.Ra8+ Bc8 42.Nc5
1-0

h

Crushing. With the h-file under White's
control, penetration and utter
devastation is imminent. Rd7 33.Kg3
Enjoying ourselves, aren't we,
Emanuel?A more businesslike approach
was
[ 33.e5!? fxe5 34.Ne4 , but why not
enjoy the moment? ]
33...Ke8 34.Rdh1 Bb7 35.e5!
Now he does it. dxe5 36.Ne4 Nd5
37.N6c5
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